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People bitch about McDonald’s all the time…see them as the
Corporate monster…the sole reason that the western world is obese…
the manipulative Happy Meal child catcher.

Well forget all the super-brand hype for a minute, take a big step back,
and put a different frame around that picture.
What everyone forgets, is that McDonald’s was once a little
restaurant in the backwaters of Illinois, smaller than your
business is today maybe. "

"

If they had stayed that size, nobody would have hated them, just as noone hates your business right now.
Not that many people would have even known they existed, just like
(with all due respect) not that many people know your business exists
right now.

"

So what turned them into the business that so many people love to
hate…the huge corporation made up of 30,000 small businesses, that
polarises views the world over?"

"
"
"

"

The simple truth is that the founder, Ray Kroc, chose to do, what
so many of us fear to do…took himself and the McDonald brothers
out of the equation.
…and made himself redundant.
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He did what we all love to talk about doing…what so many ponti cate
about and quote the Myth on…he worked on the business not in it’. "

"

He developed systems that would run the
business, and people who would run the
systems…then he did the old rinse
and repeat, over and over and over again,
until his one restaurant became , then , then
0…on and on and on until
became
3 ,000…and counting.

"When

I joined McDonald’s back in the
0s (Crikey Is it really that long ago) teenagers regularly ran shifts
in the restaurants…given full responsibility, for hours and more at a
time, of a million pound business, managing upwards of 0 staff,
serving hundreds of customers. "

"

It wasn’t considered out of the ordinary…wasn’t viewed as a risk…it
was the norm…the McDonald’s norm.

"

nd they did a great job - followed the systems, trained the
staff, looked after the customers. Took their opportunity to show
what they could do.
Thanks to Ray Kroc, and to all those managers and franchisees who
followed him and who chose to make themselves redundant…who
chose to pass on their opportunity to those that followed them…who
welcomed redundancy and saw it for what it is.

"

reedom.

They got it. Those working at McDonald’s today still do.
ut do you get it?
Do you R
want to make yourself redundant? Really, deep down,
when push comes to shove…do you really want the business you
created to simply not need you anymore?
re you one of those business owners who says all the right things
about wanting to be rid of your 0 hour work week…of having an easier
life…of getting back to doing what you love…
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…and then sabotages what you say you want so desperately, by not
hiring people to support you…or if you have hired, by not teaching
them what you know…not giving any of your information away…not
trusting…needing to control everything? "

"

Do you have systems in your business…or do you keep your people
guessing, confused, working in a random and reactive way…reliant on
you?

"
"
"

Do you R
want the R D M
that only redundancy
can bring?

"
"
"
"
"

We all love to think that we are the only ones who can do what we do.
nd of course we are all special, we all have our own unique way of
doing things…that’s what made us business owners, that’s what made
us entrepreneurs.
We are creators, and as creators, we want to be free to move on to
the next big thing.
If freedom is what you want…then you have to free yourself…you have
to make yourself redundant in what you’re doing currently.
et me share a few client case studies with you…"

"John

does IT support, that’s
his
business…and
it’s
a
successful one.
ut ohn really wants to be an IT
consultant. He wants to help small
businesses to understand how
technology used well, could free
them from the drudgery of manual
systems. "
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He’d be really good at it too…a really bright bloke who fell into’ IT
support because he could do it, and it brought in the money.
Trouble is, ohn’s tied to his support desk, following up on his
small team of geeks, keeping the day to day going.
ohn is indispensable in his business.
h e s n

ount nt with a pretty big practice.

If I say that they are creative accountants’ you’ll think it’s dodgy. It’s
not. ut it is different to your standard numbers in-reports out type of
practice.
Michael wants to work
minutes a day…there are things he wants to
do, other things he gets great pleasure from. "

"

ut nobody in Michael’s practice can do
what he does…nobody he has working for
him can see the pictures he sees in his
mind for how he will sort out his clients’
nances.
He’s hired people who can implement, people who can analyse
and crunch numbers, but no-one who can see the big picture like he
can.

"

Michael is indispensable by design if not intent.
nd then there’s

r .

Carla loves what she does. "

" he s

us ness
onsu t nt who loves delivery,
loves working with her clients.
ut as a result, because
she’s very good at it, and
because she doesn’t charge
herself out at a higher rate
than her associates, her clients
all want her.

"
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Week after week, month after month, she is swamped with
work, trading her life for money…delivering by day, checking up on her
admin in the evening and weekends…cash rich and time poor.
Carla would love to have more freedom, but guess what..?
Carla is indispensable in her business.
nd here’s the thing…given the right systems and support, a
teenager could replace any one of these business owners.

ll 3 of these clients could be redundant inside
not completely replaceable.

months…almost, if

There are 3 truths we all need to accept around redundancy
. We are

replaceable.

I don’t mean to burst your bubble…but, special as we all are…
unique as our gifts, skills and experience may be…we can all be
replaced.
-

"

ur people can be trained to do what we do.
ther suppliers can serve our customers.

We are replaceable."

. Most of us don’t want to be redundant.
Some of us may fear that our people will make mistakes…or maybe
that they’ll be better than us.
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Some of us may worry that our customers won’t be happy if they
don’t have direct contact with us, and go elsewhere.

"

3.

Too many of us sabotage our own potential freedom because our
ego tells us that no-one can do things like we can
eing redundant opens us up to a whole new world of opportunity.
s I said before, we are creators, and as creators, we want to move
on to the next big thing.
eing redundant allows us to do
that…or to focus on growing
our business…or to go lie on a
beach somewhere.
It gives us the freedom to choose.

"

I know this from my own experience.
I made myself redundant 3 times in McDonald’s, simply by
developing systems that made the job easier, bringing in new
technology to support the systems, developing the people who
worked under me to run the systems and develop those who worked
under them.
wonderfully virtuous cycle of continuous improvement.
Twice it worked in my favour…onward and upward in the
business. The third time, there was no wriggle room…nowhere for
me or the business to go. I had made myself properly redundant.
Did I welcome it at the time…no chance Did it open up the door to a
whole new world of opportunity that I have relished ever since…hell
yes
nd the beauty of it is that I was able to simply pack up the expertise
and experience gained at Macs…gather up the relationships I’d built
there…change my vehicle from corporate to independent small
business…and set off on a brand new adventure, with everything
I needed to make my new vehicle a success.

"
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Take a look around you at the business world and you’ll see that my
story really isn’t that unusual.
Special people, unique individuals, successful entrepreneurs, are
making themselves redundant every day.

"

ill ates built an empire by making himself redundant
time after time, and now through the
ates
oundation, is focused on something completely new
and different…something he’s truly passionate
about…eradicating polio.

"

Richard
ranson similarly started out as an
entrepreneur who did the doing’ in his business. ut
through hiring well, building a culture of ownership
and responsibility, and developing robust and
effective systems…he replaced himself time after
time…built the irgin empire, and freed himself to
pursue his many dreams…like ying to the moon.

"

"

Steve obs, considered by most to be the
heartbeat of pple…its creative and its driving
force, was taken from them…but their beat goes
on. Is it different? …probably. Is pple still a huge
success? …de nitely. nd if you doubt that just
take another look at the sales of the iPhone .
"

Closer to home, certainly in terms of business size, "
Daniel Priestley is a great example of someone who
created a quality product, built a business around it,
built a culture and a team around the business, took
it global…and is now regularly chased from his K
of ce.

"He

doesn’t have to be there. He’s got the product - the KPI
programme - he’s got the repeatable systems, he’s got the right people
who get where he’s going and how he wants to get there…and he’s got
the trust, to leave them to it…in
cities in
different countries…
and counting
Daniel is free to pursue his next big thing, whatever that might be.
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ou want a business that churns out your product, or your service over
"and
again, at the same standard, consistently, reliably, always
"there,over
always available…
…without you being there
…without you breathing down people’s necks
it happen

hours a day to make

…without you fretting when you’re not there, checking your phone
every minutes, waiting for news of the latest issue that only you can
resolve?
ou really want that?
Then forget the Myth and all of the other books that theorise around
what you need to do to free up your time…and focus on
modelling McDonald’s.

ecause it’s not by chance that you can walk into any restaurant and
nd clean toilets, complete with toilet paper
…that you can order a ig Mac
…that you’ll be up-sold to a meal, or maybe a large meal
…that your fries will be the last item put on your tray
…that breakfast will nish at 0.30.
McDonald’s success is not about the burgers…it never has been
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"

There is a system, a process, a procedure for everything in
McDonald’s…nothing is left to chance. Nothing is random.
Teenagers, often those written off by the education system, join
McDonald’s, learn their systems, learn how a team works, gain
con dence…and either grow within the business (the vast majority of
senior managers started out as teenage burger ippers), or move on to
something different, armed with their new skills.

It’s not by chance that billions of burgers are sold every day, that
customers come back time and time and time again, that the average
length of service for management employees is around 0 years, that
the share price hovers at around
00 a share, that their franchisees
have both time and nancial freedom .
The McDonald’s model works…and it will work for you.
It will make your life easier and free up your time."

-

our hiring system will help you to nd the right people rst time.
our people development system will ensure that everyone knows
their job, which means that you don’t have to watch over them.
our team will be empowered to make decisions, which means fewer
decisions for you

It will give you con dence in your team"
- ood systems lead to a well-drilled team who know what they are
doing.
- ou won’t need to be there for your business to run smoothly.
- Individuals will feel ownership, and apply self-imposed pressure to
deliver.
- New employees will learn much more easily, and be trusted on their
own much sooner.
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"

It will open up the opportunity to franchise your business"
- system for every area of your business is a franchising model.
- Systems can easily be replicated, just as they are easily learned by
your team.
- Most systems can also be translated, so it’s possible to think on a
global scale if that’s your goal.
It will build a closer relationship with your customers
- our customers will know what to expect
- very transaction with every team member will be equally good
- They won’t have to think when they’re dealing with you - they’ll feel
comfortable
- When you open up in a new geographic area, everything will be the
same…except for the faces.

The McDonald’s model will make you redundant in your business,
and free you to create, build, do…something new…something different.
ook, here’s the thing…I know you have a successful business…
I know you make good money…I know you love the business
you created.
ut I also know that you’re frustrated…that you hate that you’re trading
your life for money…that you don’t have the time to take the business
where you know it can go…that you can’t get away even for a week
and completely switch off. That you’re not free to do what you want.
Well it s time to do something about that, so read on because if I’ve
just described you, then I’m going help you in a big way
I’m going to show you how to s ste
McDonald’s.
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I’m going to help you to develop systems - even for that ︎'special
stuff’ inside your head - that a teenager fresh from school will be
able to pick up and run with.
I’m going to give you back your time and ︎ﬁnancial freedom and
make you blissfully redundant.
Here’s what I want you to do...
Fi︎︎rst, I’d love to get your feedback on the report. It’s something I
feel passionate about, and I’d love to know what you think.
So please connect with me on ︎Facebook or ︎LinkedIn and tell me
how it made you feel.
Then I want you to book your place on the next Systems4Scale
Bootcamp and let︎’s get building the 4︎ F︎oundations of McDonald︎’s
success in your business.
Take that ﬁrst step - ﬁnd out more and sign up T︎ODAY︎ by
emailing hello@mariannepage.co.uk
L︎ook forward to meeting you there.

To you and your ︎FREE︎DO︎M

Marianne
E: me@mariannepage.co.uk

︎Disclaim︎︎er︎: This

T: +44 (0) 1234 881660

report is not endorsed by McDonald’s or in any way associated with them,

other than through my connection with them over a successful ︎25+ year career. In this report I
simply share the knowledge and expertise gained while working at McDonald’s, and elsewhere,
along with what I have learned through personal development and research, to help you on
your journey to FREEDOM.
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